Novozymes
Capital Markets Day
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Agenda
12.15-13.00: Lunch

13.00-13.30: Peder Holk Nielsen
13.30-14.00: Thomas Videbæk
14.00-15.00: Anders Lund, Andrew Fordyce and Tina Sejersgård Fanø
15.00-15.20: Break

15.20-15.50: Prisca Havranek-Kosicek
15.50-16.00: Split in three Q&A groups
16.00-17.00: Q&A sessions split into three groups with two Executive Vice Presidents in each session
17.00-17.15: Small break – split in five groups
17.15-18.45: Innovation tours in five different groups
18.45-19.00: Peder Holk Nielsen
19.00-19.30: Transportation to dinner or airport
19.30-22.30: Dinner
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Forward-looking statements
This presentation and its related comments contain forward-looking statements, including statements about future events, future financial performance, plans,
strategies and expectations. Forward-looking statements are associated with words such as, but not limited to, "believe," "anticipate," "expect," "estimate," "intend,"
"plan," "project," "could," "may," "might" and other words of similar meaning.
Forward-looking statements are by their very nature associated with risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from expectations, both
positively and negatively. The risks and uncertainties may, among other things, include unexpected developments in i) the ability to develop and market new products;
ii) the demand for Novozymes’ products, market-driven price decreases, industry consolidation, and launches of competing products or disruptive technologies in
Novozymes’ core areas; iii) the ability to protect and enforce the company’s intellectual property rights; iv) significant litigation or breaches of contract; v) the
materialization of the company’s growth platforms, notably the opportunity for marketing biomass conversion technologies or the development of microbial solutions
for broad-acre crops; vi) political conditions, such as acceptance of enzymes produced by genetically modified organisms; vii) global economic and capital market
conditions, including, but not limited to, currency exchange rates (USD/DKK and EUR/DKK in particular, but not exclusively), interest rates and inflation; viii) significant
price decreases on inputs and materials that compete with Novozymes’ biological solutions. The company undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking
statements as a result of future developments or new information.
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Better business
with biology
Capital Markets Day 2019
Peder Holk Nielsen
CEO
June 17, 2019

Serving a multitude of industries – with different characteristics
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Our purpose
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The world needs
biological answers
And we would like to help more

Consumer needs

Customer needs

Planet needs

• Nine billion people by 2050
• Increasing urbanization
• Rising demand for food,
water and health

• Fight for profitability
• Global race for consumer preference
• More regulation and standards

• Global climate changing
• Societies stuck on oil
• Biodiversity under threat
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5% average organic sales growth since
2010, but slower growth since 2015

11%

7%

7%

7%

4%

4%

4%

4%

2017

2018

2%

2010
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2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

…impacted by both external and internal factors
Household Care

Food & Beverages

Bioenergy

Organic growth

Organic growth

Organic growth

Agriculture & Feed

Technical & Pharma
Organic growth

Organic growth
19%

19%

13%
11%

9%
4%
1%

2%

4%
1%

0%

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

32%
of sales
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5%

12%

9%
7%

5%

5%

2%

6%
3%

2%

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

29%
of sales
of sales

-3%
-5%
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

-3%
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

19%

14%

of sales
of sales

of
of sales
sales

-6%
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

6%
of
of sales
sales

Better business
with biology

Focus areas

Enablers
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Differentiate to succeed

Invest in impact

Spearhead new business

Adapt our approach to fit industry
potential and concentrate on
significant opportunities across
markets and segments

Show up for our customers with
strong commercial teams, capable
of guiding innovation and services
to deliver on customer goals

Unfold high-potential impact areas
in a dynamic, efficient process,
building tomorrow’s business and
answering global needs

Reallocate toward
high-impact innovation

Expand emerging-market
and commercial activity

Simplify, optimize
and digitize

Thrive in a dynamic
organization

Differentiate to succeed

Unlocking industry potential
Development seed
Fueling mid-term growth but still evolving

New strategic opportunity
Contributing to long-term growth

Value creator
Creating strong base for
profitability to fund growth
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Every industry
plays an
important
role

Growth star
Fueling short-term growth
with sharp focus on execution

Anchor business
Creating stable growth and revenue

Invest in impact

Reinvesting in higher growth 2020-2022
Commercial
Push in
growth areas
DKK > 100m

Focused
pipeline

Rebalancing
for growth
DKK 200-300m
Efficiency
program
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New strategic
opportunties
DKK > 150m
(additional)

Spearhead new strategic opportunities:
Three catalysts to solve global needs
We start by bringing the power of biology to:
• Feeding the world: Providing alternative specialty protein
for food ingredients via fermentation
• Increasing health and wellbeing: Deliver clinically proven
products for human oral and gut health
• Protecting water resources: Applying biological solutions to
remove contaminants from water and wastewater
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Sustainability drives how we do business

CLIMATE

WATER

PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

By 2030, we will help...

Limit global warming
increase to 1.5 degrees

Ensure clean and
efficient water use

Produce more and better
products with less impact

2022 targets

Save 60 million tons CO2

Reach > 4 billion people

by enabling low-carbon fuels
in the transport sector in 2022

by providing laundry solutions
that replace chemicals in 2022

Gain 500,000 tons of food
by improving efficiency from
farm to table in 2022

50% reduction in absolute
CO2 emissions from
operations on our way to
carbon neutral in 2050

100% of sites manage
water in balance with
local conditions

100% of key materials
and waste managed in
circular systems

Reduce absolute CO2
emissions from operations
by 25% by 2022

Develop context-based water
management programs at
100% of sites by 2022

Achieve 100% circular management
of our biomass by 2022

WORLD

NOVOZYMES
By 2030, we will achieve…

2022 targets – examples

6
14
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Concentrating our investments for more impact
Going forward, we will

What we won’t do

✓ Reallocate resources toward high-impact growth with
clear customer demand

X Expand outside our capabilities
in enzymes and microbes

✓ Differentiate our approach across business portfolio units
with clear governance

X Pursue short-term margin
optimization at the cost of
growth opportunities

✓ Drive stronger emerging-market presence
✓ Build tomorrow’s business through a focused and more
forceful effort
✓ Simplify the way we operate and maintain focus on
optimization
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X Embark on an aggressive
acquisition strategy

Mid-term targets, 2020-2022

Measuring
our success
World

Business

Zymers

CLIMATE
Save 60 million tons CO2
by enabling low-carbon fuels
in the transport sector in 2022

Organic sales growth
5+% per year

Enable learning
Score 80 on learning in employee survey
in 2022

EBIT margin
28% or above by 2022

Nurture diversity
Score 86 on our diversity index by 2022

WATER
Reach > 4 billion people
by providing laundry solutions
that replace chemicals in 2022

ROIC incl. goodwill
23% or above by 2022

Ensure wellbeing
Improve safety by reducing the number
of accidents by 2022

PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

Gain 500,000 tons of food
by improving efficiency from farm
to table in 2022
16

By working together with customers, partners,
politicians and citizens, we measure the progress
of our strategy on the following targets

(2020 will

likely be impacted by portfolio changes)

Inspire the world
Pledge 1% of our time to local outreach
activities by 2022

Better
business
with
biology
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Innovation

Capital Markets Day 2019

Thomas Videbæk
COO
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Better
business
with
biology

Defining trends that impact technology
- and enable opportunities for Novozymes
Opportunities

Trends

19

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Innovation

Increased access
to data

Increased automation

Increased regulatory
complexity

Better and cheaper
genome sequencing,
gene editing and
printing technologies

Tailored innovations

Increased and more
impactful innovation

Increased technology
leverage across platforms

Expansion of the
innovation space

Broader technology offerings increase
opportunities, but differentiation needed
Past
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Present

Enzymes

Future

Enzymes

Enzymes
Microbes

20

Microbes

Better business
with biology

Focus areas

Enablers
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Differentiate to succeed

Invest in impact

Spearhead new business

Adapt our approach to fit industry
potential and concentrate on
significant opportunities across
markets and segments

Show up for our customers with
strong commercial teams, capable
of guiding innovation and services
to deliver on customer goals

Unfold high-potential impact areas
in a dynamic, efficient process,
building tomorrow’s business and
answering global needs

Reallocate toward
high-impact innovation

Expand emerging-market
and commercial activity

Simplify, optimize
and digitize

Thrive in a dynamic
organization

Differentiate to succeed
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Unlocking industry potential
Development seed
Fueling mid-term growth but still evolving

New strategic opportunties
Contributing to long-term growth

Value creator
Creating strong base for
profitability to fund growth
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Every industry
plays an
important
role

Growth star
Fueling short-term growth
with sharp focus on execution

Anchor business
Creating stable growth and revenue

Invest in impact
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Reinvesting in higher growth 2020-2022
Commercial
Push in
growth areas
DKK > 100m

Focused
pipeline

Rebalancing
for growth
DKK 200-300m
Efficiency
program
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New strategic
opportunities
DKK > 150m
(additional)

Invest in impact
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Focusing the R&D pipeline
Before

Better business with biology

Value

Value

New strategic
opportunities

Project resource allocation

24

Illustrative example

Risk

Project resource allocation

Risk

Invest in impact

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Innovation

Our innovation pipeline
Tracks

Scoping

Feasibility

Household Care
& Technical

Discovery

Development

Launch

Commercial

Priority innovation platforms

Freshness solutions
Tailored emerging-market
solution
Solutions for water

Freshness

Grain milling

Palmora®

Vegetable oil processing

Vegetable oil
extraction

Food &
Beverages

Biomass conversion
New transformative BioAg solutions

Agriculture
& Bioenergy
25

Pipeline update, November 2018

Selected projects moving from
feasibility to launch in 3 years

Animal health

Balancius™
Improving nutrient
digestibility and
absorption

Invest in impact
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Our innovation pipeline
Tracks

Scoping

Household Care
& Technical

Feasibility

Discovery

Development

Launch

Commercial

Priority innovation platforms

Freshness solutions
Tailored emerging-market
solution
Solutions for water

Freshness

Grain milling

Palmora®

Vegetable oil processing

Vegetable oil
extraction

Food &
Beverages

Biomass conversion
New transformative BioAg solutions

Agriculture
& Bioenergy
26 Illustrative example

Selected projects moving from
feasibility to launch in 3 years

Animal health

Balancius™
Improving nutrient
digestibility and
absorption

Spearhead new business

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Innovation

New opportunity areas at the intersection of
sustainable challenges and customer needs

Nurtured and
funded in a
dynamic structure
separate from
the core business

27

Governed using
a differentiated
investment
approach

Pressure-tested
and refined using
rapid learning
cycles

Spearhead new business
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Specialty alternative proteins
Fermented proteins demand forecast
2.0

1.0

Strong R&D and fermentation
capabilities uniquely position us to
deliver specialty protein ingredients

0.5

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
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Sources: Lux Research Inc, Plant Based Foods Association

0.0

Million tons

1.5

Spearhead new business
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Human oral and gut health
Connecting our discovery engine with consumer insights
enables innovative biological solutions for oral and
digestive health
Market for probiotics and enzymes
within consumer health
60

20

2018

29

2023

DKK billion

40

0

Sources: Euromonitor, TechNavio, Nicholas Hall, Nutrition Business Journal, Industry Analysts, Acute Markets,
Nature Biotechnology, Novozymes analysis

Spearhead new business
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Contaminant removal
Theoretical market size
for water contaminant removal

Novozymes’ world-leading enzyme
library enables effective and focused
removal of dangerous water
contaminants

Existing
regulations
DKK 1 billion
Future potential
DKK 70 billion*
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Sources: Innosight market estimates, Swiss Federal Council, OECD workshop on Managing Contaminants of Emerging
Concern in Surface Waters: Scientific developments and cost-effective policy responses, February 5, 2018
* Total theoretical market size, assuming 100% enzyme penetration and 100% value capture

Spearhead new business
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New strategic opportunities
Alternative
specialty
proteins

31

Human
oral
and gut
health

Contaminant
removal

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Innovation

Shaping
our
innovation
pipeline
32

• Differentiated portfolio logic
for innovation
• Focused pipeline with higher
efficiency and increased value
• Strategic growth opportunities at
the intersection of sustainable
challenges and customer needs

Better
business
with
biology
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Household Care
Capital Markets Day 2019

Anders Lund
Executive Vice President

Better
business
with
biology

We reach billions

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Household Care

We shape the future of cleaning
by reducing:
In villages, towns and cities, we transform
the way people clean their clothes and
dishes, freeing up time and energy for life.
Biology has the power to shape and
protect the world. Our aspiration is
100% biological detergents.

35

Energy
use

Effort in
washing

Packaging
&
compaction

Chemical
use

Bringing the business
back into growth mode
Household care: Slow growth isolated to a few specific
events
4%

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Household Care

32%
of sales

• Multi-wash cycle enzyme technology
phased out

2%
1%

1%

• Cost pressure from our large global
customers

0%
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Technical & Pharma: Solutions for Water expected to
contribute going forward
13%
9%

2%

-6%
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2015

Organic sales growth

2016

2017

6%
of sales

• Solid growth with regional customers
• Strong growth in emerging markets
• Technical & Pharma impacted by Pharma
volatility and modest development in Leather
and Textiles

6%

2014

Growth has been modest due to
diverging trends in Household care

2018

Better business
with biology
Development seed
New strategic
opportunity

Differentiate to succeed

Invest in impact

Spearhead new business

Adapt our approach to fit industry
potential and concentrate on
significant opportunities across
markets and segments

Show up for our customers
with strong commercial
teams, capable of guiding
innovation and services to
deliver on customer goals

Unfold high-potential impact areas
in a dynamic, efficient process,
building tomorrow’s business and
answering global needs

Every industry
plays an important
role in shaping
Novozymes.

Going forward,
we will work with
portfolio roles.
Value creator

Enablers
37

Reallocate toward
high-impact innovation

Expand emerging-market
and commercial activity

Simplify, optimize
and digitize

Thrive in a dynamic
organization

Growth star

Anchor
business

Market trend open up
significant opportunities

20%

40%

70%

of laundry products
sold in China in 2018
were through e-tail

of consumers are willing
to pay more for natural
product features

of growth is expected
to be driven by
emerging markets

… which drives
a need for
compaction

38
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… which drives
a need for
biobased
alternatives

… which drives
further
expansion
of emerging
market
presence

Sources: Euromonitor, Euromonitor 2016 Global Consumer Trends Survey, P&G press release 2018, UBS United Nations World Population Prospects as of 2017

50%
report that odors linger
on their clothing even
after washing

… which drives
a need for
freshness
solutions

Investing in key growth drivers while
focusing resources on developing the core

Emerging
markets

39

Freshness
platform
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Biological
detergents

We see large potential for future enzyme
inclusion, especially in emerging markets

7x enzyme up-dosing opportunity

Dosing (indexed)

14

100

12

•

Innovation hubs in China, India and
Brazil

•

Sales offices in Brazil, China, India,
Mexico, Pakistan, Malaysia, South
Africa and Turkey

•

New sales offices opened in Kenya
and Thailand

•

Sales presence in Colombia, Egypt,
Indonesia, Philippines, Nigeria and
Venezuela

•

Develop emerging market-specific
products and blends

80

10
8

Emerging
markets

Presence and emerging market solutions
to unlock potential

Significant up-dosing and penetration potential in emerging markets in
general and Asia Pacific in particular

Billion tons

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Household Care

5x volume
opportunity

60

6

40

4
20

2
0

Western Europe North America

Middle East
and Africa

Detergent volume
40 Source: Euromonitor, MaY 2019; Novozymes analysis

Latin America Eastern Europe
Enzyme dosing index

Asia Pacific

0

Biological detergents: We believe enzymes
can contribute even more to a detergent
and to compaction

Other

Perfume
Builders
Polymers
Enzymes

Other
Perfume
Builders
Polymers
Multienzymes

Surfactants
Surfactants

41

Sources: IHS chemical 2014; Euromonitor, 2019; expert interviews, 2019
* EU representative example, value as percentage.
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Biological
detergent

•

New and more stable enzymes
to replace surfactants

•

Freshness solutions to reduce
the need for perfume

•

Enzymes to replace polymer
functions, such as fabric
care and whiteness

•

Using enzymes to compensate
for performance loss when
reducing pH level and the
need for builders

Lifestyle changes are increasing the demand for
freshness, and we are on track to deliver DKK 1bn

Urbanization

Cold wash

Consumers’ lifestyle changes are
the drivers of growing hygiene needs…
42

Freshness
platform

Malodor

Grime

Body soils

Key consumer
concerns
identified by
Novozymes

Synthetics

Detergent
format

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Household Care

…which center around issues
of odor and grime

Sources: Novozymes consumer study; Euromonitor, Jan 2018; Mintel GNPD, April 2018; UNFPA, April 2018; Grand View Research; April 2018

Household Care is
more than laundry detergents

Medical-device cleaning

43

Dishwash

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Household Care

Microbial cleaning

Softeners

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Household Care

Shaping
the
future of
cleaning
44

•

Freshness on track to deliver DKK 1bn

•

Emerging markets hold a substantial potential

•

Embarking on the opportunity of biological
detergents

•

Exciting opportunities within dishwash,
medical-device cleaning, microbial cleaning
and softeners

Better
business
with
biology
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Food & Beverages
Capital Markets Day 2019

Andy Fordyce
Executive Vice President

46

Better
business
with
biology

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

Differentiate

Partner to transform
the quality and
sustainability of food
and beverages
47

Stay ahead
of changing
demand

Optimize
Increase
efficiency and
flexibility

Expand
Adopt
nextgeneration
technologies
at scale

Better food for a growing world
Four defining trends set the
scope for future growth…

48

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

… and define opportunities for

EM industrialization

More with less

New substrate
streams

Productivity
and yield

More natural foods,
please

Health

Freshness
and taste

Health, safety
and sustainability

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

Global leader in the Food & Beverages
enzyme market

The main drivers of growth are:

With a CAGR of 5%, the business has
delivered ~2x underlying market growth
9%

• Innovations providing healthier food options
for consumers

29%
of sales

Growth has come despite:

4%

2%

2015

Organic sales growth
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• Increased efficiency in agro-processing
industries

5%

5%

2014

• Broad-based penetration in emerging markets

2016

2017

2018

•

Headwinds in baking in developed markets

•

Stagnation in starch-refining industry

Better business
with biology
Development seed
New strategic
opportunity

Differentiate to succeed

Invest in impact

Spearhead new business

Adapt our approach to fit industry
potential and concentrate on
significant opportunities across
markets and segments

Show up for our customers with
strong commercial teams,
capable of guiding innovation
and services to deliver on
customer goals

Unfold high-potential impact areas in
a dynamic, efficient process, building
tomorrow’s business and answering
global needs

Every industry
plays an important
role in shaping
Novozymes.
Going forward,
we will work with
portfolio roles.

Value creator

Enablers
50

Reallocate toward
high-impact innovation

Expand emerging-market
and commercial activity

Simplify, optimize
and digitize

Thrive in a dynamic
organization

Growth star

Anchor
business

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Innovation

Invest for impact
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Differentiate to succeed

Emerging
market
penetration

Mature
baking
markets

New
agroprocessing
applications

Starch
refining

Healthy
food
trends

Beverages

F&B will continue to deliver
through key growth drivers

Emerging
markets

52

New agroprocessing
applications

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

Healthy
food trends

Expanding our presence in emerging markets

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

Emerging
markets

• Newly opened Innovation
Hubs in Istanbul and Malaysia
• Adding technical competencies
in Malaysia, India and China to
empower local innovation
• Penetration in new markets
through addition of
commercial resources in
Southeast Asia and Africa
• Acceleration of commercial
execution in legacy offices in
India, China and Russia
Emerging markets
EM with NZ F&B presence
Recent investment in EM
footprint
53

Enzymatic applications for vegetable oil
processing show huge potential

3

Specialty fats producer
Specialty oils & fats

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

End products
• Cooking oil
• Margarine &
shortenings
• CBE
• OPO, etc.
• Low trans fat
and 3-MCPD

Oilseed

1

Mill
Extraction

2

• Novozymes offers
multiple solutions across
the value chain
• Improving efficiency in
vegetable oil production
is a >1B DKK opportunity
• Replacing chemical
catalysts for specialties
is a 400 mDKK
opportunity

Refinery
Refining

4 Oleo player
Oleochemicals

54

New
agroprocessing
applications

End products
• Fatty acids
• Fatty alcohols
• Food & nonfood additives
• MCT

Transforming the grain-milling industry through
innovation in corn and wheat milling

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

New
agroprocessing
applications

Starch

Starch processing

Corn
Fiber
Milling

Frontia ® Fiberwash
Milling For China

Maltose
syrups

Glucose
syrups

Mixed
syrups

Legacy business: starch refinery

Frontia ® Jade

Grain milling as a new frontier
Reduce
energy costs

55

Gluten

Increase starch
and gluten
yields

Minimize
dependency
on chemicals
and utilities

Increasing consumer health awareness
drives food trends and opportunities

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

Healthy
food
trends

High growth anticipated
in enzymes for healthy foods

Trans
fats and
enzymatic
interesterification

Acrylamide
removal

Low
lactose

2015

56

2018

2022

Source: Novozymes revenue estimates

Less sugar
added

Plant
protein

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Food & Beverages

Better
food
for more
people
57

• Helping customers achieve
higher-quality and more
sustainable food
• Expanding presence in
emerging markets
• Strong innovation agenda in
healthy food trends and new
agro-processing applications

Better
business
with
biology
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Bioenergy, Agriculture & Feed
Capital Markets Day 2019

Tina Sejersgård Fanø
Executive Vice President
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Better
business
with
biology

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Bioenergy, Agriculture & Feed

Tremendous pressure on the agriculture value
chain to deliver more sustainable solutions

Transportation
accounts for about

7.7bn people today, and almost

10bn in 2050
Require

70% more food
80% of the required increase in food

production needs to come from yield increase

Climate change  extreme weather,
shifting planting zones, water scarcity etc.

60

25%

of total energy-related
global CO2 emissions,

35%

15%

of global crop production
is lost annually due to
insects and plant
diseases

expected increase in
meat consumption
from 2017 to 2030

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Bioenergy, Agriculture & Feed

We help feed and fuel
a growing world
Bioenergy
Meet growing demand
for clean energy

61

Bioagriculture
Transform agricultural
productivity

Animal health
& nutrition
Improve animal health
and feed efficiency

While performance has been volatile,
we are positioned for growth
Bioenergy

19%

19%
11%

-5%
2014

2015

12%

Where we are coming from
•

Weak farmer economics since 2014 and
lower end-market demand for feed enzymes

•

First upstream corn products (B-300/B-360)
and step-change technology for gut health

•

Targeting 250-500 million acres in BioAg by
2025 and continued innovation in Feed

of sales

Why we need to change

-3%
2016

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Bioenergy, Agriculture & Feed

2017

2018

Agriculture & Feed

•

Expansion in world ethanol production will
mainly come from emerging markets

•

The market for yeast still has enormous
potential, as customer needs are not fully
met

•

The new BioAg setup provides many new
opportunities

•

Products for healthier animals with less use
of antibiotics will be increasing in demand

14%

19%

of sales

7%

5%

3%
-3%

2014
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2015

2016

2017

2018

Better business
with biology
Development seed
New strategic
opportunity

Differentiate to succeed

Invest in impact

Spearhead new business

Adapt our approach to fit industry
potential and concentrate on
significant opportunities across
markets and segments

Show up for our customers
with strong commercial
teams, capable of guiding
innovation and services to
deliver on customer goals

Unfold high-potential impact areas
in a dynamic, efficient process,
building tomorrow’s business and
answering global needs

Every industry
plays an important
role in shaping
Novozymes.

Going forward,
we will work with
portfolio roles.
Value creator

Enablers
63

Reallocate toward
high-impact innovation

Expand emerging-market
and commercial activity

Simplify, optimize
and digitize

Thrive in a dynamic
organization

Growth star

Anchor
business

Three things the strategy means for
Bioenergy and Agriculture & Feed

Disciplined
simplicity in our
pipeline

64

Focus and invest in
emerging markets
with extra
commercial push

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Bioenergy, Agriculture & Feed

Leveraging both
our microbe and
enzyme core
technologies

Capital Markets Day 2019 | Bioenergy, Agriculture & Feed

Bioenergy - a lot of opportunities exist

Ramping up
commercially in
emerging markets
to be ready for
expected shift

+1bn
GPY
EUROPEAN UNION
Total additional GPY by 2030

24bn
(gallons per year)

Renewable Energy Directive
Production: 1.4bn GPY
Potential addition:
+1bn gallons by 2030

+13bn
GPY

CHINA
+150m
GPY

NORTH AMERICA
Renewable Fuel Standard
Production: 15.8bn GPY
Potential addition:
+13bn gallons by 2030*

+4-6bn
GPY

LATIN AMERICA

*Including RFS cellulosic volume
mandate currently waived due to lack
of capacity.
65

RenovaBio
Production: 7.4bn GPY
Potential addition:
+4-6bn gallons by 2030

E10 by 2020
Production: 600-700m GPY
Potential addition:
+5bn gallonsl by 2020

INDIA
Strong governmental
push for public investment in 2G
Production: 400m GPY
Potential addition:
+150m gallons/year 2G by 2030

+5bn
GPY

We strengthen commercial excellence and
focus on targeted innovation

Innova® Force

Fortiva®

fermentation solution

Unlocks maximum starch
conversion and yield
potential by focusing on
liquefaction

Next-generation yeast
from Novozymes

66
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Our new BioAg setup allows for broader
outreach

67
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BioAg, a market opportunity with vast potential
through innovation and market expansion
Key broad-acre crops a focus for our 250-500m acre target

Acres (m)

600

Upstream

Mid/downstream

Base business with two levers for growth

•

Nurture market leadership in our base
inoculant business

•

Leverage momentum from upstream corn
solutions

•

Add growth via new biocontrol and bioyield
solutions

400

200

0
Corn
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Oilseed
rape

Sources: FAO 2017

Soy

Wheat

Total

Rice
Potential

Pulses Cotton Peanuts
Targeted
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In Animal health & nutrition we address a
growing market with the right fundamentals in place
Market growth (animal protein)

1-2%
Poultry
0-1%
Swine
1-2%
Dairy
0-1%
Beef
2-3%
Aquaculture
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This is expected to generate

300

million metric tons of
additional compound feed
production by 2030. Equalling
1-2 % growth in CAGR for feed

We are committed to our core technologies
and partner with industry leaders to win
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Enzymes

Probiotics

• Full portfolio of feed enzymes

• Growing area for Novozymes with pipeline of products

• Recently launched game-changing innovation

• Alterion® tracking well

• Improve the sustainability of livestock production

• Support the trend of reducing antibiotic use in animal farming

We develop and commercialize these technologies
together with our partners, who are leading players in the industry

Feed and animal
gut health enzymes
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Bacillus for
monogastrics

Hatchery
probiotics

Natural solutions
for cattle

Pond treatment
(aquaculture)

Balancius™ – the journey continues
Helping farmers produce more from less feed

EUR
+65mn
IN-MARKET
SALES POTENTIAL

Launch is progressing as planned:
• Strong acceptance and recognition of tech
at trials; returning customers
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EU registration

Species
extensions

• Product following strong ramp-up and plans
for the year as expected
• Approval of Balancius™ in EU on June 10
opens up further regional registrations
• Balancius™ holds great potential beyond
broiler chickens
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Global launch

Regional
registrations
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Feed and
fuel a
growing
world
72

• Meet growing demand for clean energy
• Meet emerging market demand for
sustainable growth
• Transform productivity in agriculture
• Improve animal health and feed efficiency

20 minutes
break
15.00-15.20
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CFO
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Solid track record despite slower
organic sales growth since 2015
Average organic sales growth rate of 5% since 2010
35%

16,000

30%

28-29%
26-27%*

25%

14,000
12,000

~22%*

EBIT-margin
EBIT-margin adj.
ROIC

10,000

20%
8,000
15%

Sales in mDKK

6,000
10%

4,000

5%

1-3%

0%

0
2010

75

2,000

2011

2012

* Adjusted for deferred income and one-off items.

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
outlook

Organic Sales
Growth
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A balanced portfolio with further
opportunities ahead to drive performance
High portfolio
diversification
across industries…
8%
10%

6%

Tech. & Pharma

14%

Ag & Feed

19%

19%

Bioenergy

29%

Food &
Beverage

29%
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34%

32%

2010

2018

Share of total revenue

Household Care

… and across regions…

8%

10%

19%

20%

37%

34%

36%

36%

2010

2018

… with emerging markets at
~1/3 of total revenue

Latin America
Asia Pacific

30%

35%

70%

65%

Emerging
Markets

North America

Europe,
Middle East,
Africa

2010

2018

Developed
Markets

Strong track record of optimizing production
processes to drive profit margin improvement
Profitability has improved by ~6 %-points
since 2010 (~5 %-points underlying)

… driven by productivity improvements
and operational leverage

EBIT margin development

EBIT margin drivers

30%
25%

27.2%
24.4%
22.0%

27.7%

27.9%

27.9%

28.3%

24.7%

30

22.3%

20

15%

15

10%

10

5%

5

0%

2010

2011

2012

EBIT margin

2013

2%

25

20%
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2014

2015

EBIT margin (adj.)

2016

2017

2018

0

22.0%

3%

2010

COGS

Admin.

1%

Sales &
Distribution

28.3%

2018
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Cash tied up in net working capital and CAPEX
has been increasing
Net working capital / sales %

Net investments/sales %

25%

15%

20%
Ø 16%

15%

10%

Ø 10%

10%
5%

*
5%

0%

0%
2010

2011

2012

*BioAg Alliance initiation
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
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Free cash flow has been stable, but not
improving, relative to sales over last 5 years
10% CAGR in free cash flow before acquisitions (DKKm)

… with an average free cash flow before acq./sales of ~16%

*

20%

5,000

*

4,000

Ø 16%

15%

3,000
10%
2,000
5%

1,000

0
2010

2011

2012

*BioAg Alliance initiation
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
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Capital allocation strategy prioritizes growth

80

1

2

3

Investing
for growth

Acquisitions

Return to
shareholders

Invest in people,
innovation and CAPEX
to drive profitable growth

Acquisitions as a supporting
tool to build new business
areas and acquire
adjacent technologies

Value creation to shareholders
through dividends and share
buyback program

Consistent increase in dividend combined with
complementary stock buyback programs

Since 2010, DKK ~20 billion has been returned to
shareholders through dividends and buybacks

In 2018, the dividend payout ratio was 44.6%, up from ~35% in 2010
5,000
4.50

4,500

DKK million

4.00

1.60

1.90

2.20

2.50

3.00

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1.00

1,500
1,000
0
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400

0.00

832

504

600

687

2010

2011

2012

2.00

786

925

1,062

1,190

1,318

1,438

-1.00

Dividend per share, DKK

3.50

2,000

500

5.00

3.00

3,500
2,500

5.00

4.00

4,000
3,000
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Accumulated 2010-2018

11

20
9

-2.00
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Dividends

Stock
buyback

Returned to
shareholders

Capital structure at ~1x leverage and
return of excess cash to shareholders
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Capital structure policy

3,000

1.0

2,500

0.8

2,000
0.6

1,500

0.4

1,000
500

0.2

0
0.0

-500
-1,000

-0.2
2010

2018
Net Interest
Bearing debt, DKKm
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NIBD/EBITDA

• Leverage at around ~1x
NIBD/EBITDA
• ~50% dividend payout
ratio in the coming years
• Return excess cash to
shareholders via share
buybacks

Mid-term targets, 2020-2022

Measuring
our success
World

Business

Zymers

CLIMATE
Save 60 million tons CO2
by enabling low-carbon fuels
in the transport sector in 2022

Organic sales growth
5+% per year
(2020 will likely be impacted by portfolio changes)

Enable learning
Score 80 on learning in employee survey
in 2022

EBIT margin
28% or above by 2022

Nurture diversity
Score 86 on our diversity index by 2022

WATER
Reach > 4 billion people
by providing laundry solutions
that replace chemicals in 2022

ROIC incl. goodwill
23% or above by 2022

Ensure wellbeing
Improve safety by reducing the number
of accidents by 2022

PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

Gain 500,000 tons of food
by improving efficiency from farm
to table in 2022
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By working together with customers, partners,
politicians and citizens, we measure the progress
of our strategy on the following targets

Inspire the world
Pledge 1% of our time to local outreach
activities by 2022
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Financial targets 2020-2022
2019
Outlook*
Organic sales growth

1-3%

2019
Outlook adj.**
1-3%

2020-2022
Mid-term targets

5+% per year
(2020 likely impacted by
portfolio changes)

EBIT- margin
ROIC (incl. goodwill)

28-29%

26-27%**

At 28% or above
by 2022

~23%

~22%**

At 23% or above
by 2022

Model assumptions
Net working capital / sales
Net investments / sales
Effective tax rate
Net interest bearing debt / EBITDA
Dividend pay-out ratio over the coming years
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Improving as % of sales
8% or below
21-22%
~1x
~50%

* Outlook as of June 6, 2019 is unchanged.
** Adjusted for the positive impact from the deferred BioAg income & one-off items.
All targets assume constant currencies, constant raw material prices, no acquisitions or divestments, no special items and no
severe disruptions to the state of the global economy.

Invest in impact
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Reinvesting in higher growth 2020-2022
Commercial
push in
growth areas
DKK > 100m

Focused
pipeline

Rebalancing
for growth
DKK 200-300m
Efficiency
program

85

New strategic
opportunities
DKK > 150m
(additional)

Key messages
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•

Well positioned to accelerate innovation-driven growth

•

Solid financial track record to continue

•

Key focus now on execution of rebalancing

•

Increased focus on free cash flow generation
aiming for > 20% by 2022

•

Clear capital structure and strong return to shareholders

Better
business
with
biology
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Agenda
12.15-13.00: Lunch

13.00-13.30: Peder Holk Nielsen
13.30-14.00: Thomas Videbæk
14.00-15.00: Anders Lund, Andrew Fordyce and Tina Sejersgård Fanø
15.00-15.20: Break

15.20-15.50: Prisca Havranek-Kosicek
15.50-16.00: Split in three Q&A groups
16.00-17.00: Q&A sessions split into three groups with two Executive Vice Presidents in each session
17.00-17.15: Small break – split in five groups
17.15-18.45: Innovation tours in five different groups
18.45-19.00: Peder Holk Nielsen
19.00-19.30: Transportation to dinner or airport
19.30-22.30: Dinner
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Concluding remarks
Capital Markets Day 2019

Peder Holk Nielsen
CEO
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Invest in impact

Reinvesting in higher growth 2020-2022
Commercial
Push in
growth areas
DKK > 100m

Focused
pipeline

Rebalancing
for growth
DKK 200-300m
Efficiency
program
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New strategic
opportunties
DKK > 150m
(additional)

Invest in impact

Focusing the R&D pipeline
Before

Better business with biology

Value

Value

New strategic
opportunities

Project resource allocation
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Illustrative example

Risk

Project resource allocation

Risk

Better business
with biology

Focus areas

Enablers
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Differentiate to succeed

Invest in impact

Spearhead new business

Adapt our approach to fit industry
potential and concentrate on
significant opportunities across
markets and segments

Show up for our customers with
strong commercial teams, capable
of guiding innovation and services
to deliver on customer goals

Unfold high-potential impact areas
in a dynamic, efficient process,
building tomorrow’s business and
answering global needs

Reallocate toward
high-impact innovation

Expand emerging-market
and commercial activity

Simplify, optimize
and digitize

Thrive in a dynamic
organization

Better business
with biology
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Our purpose
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